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Do You Want To Become A Leader?! Today only, get this  bestseller for just $0.99. Regularly priced

at $4.99. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device. This book contains proven

steps and strategies on how to become an effective leader. It contains information on how to

showcase your leadership skills when communicating with other people, and influence even those

who are in the business industry.Leaders are made, not born. While some leadership skills are

innate in some people, it does not mean that you canâ€™t acquire or develop these skills. If you are

worrying about whether or not you can become an effective leader, then rest assured that this book

can help you.The first chapter of this book talks about the basic information that you need to know

about leadership â€“ what it is, what its types are and what the society expects from a leader. It also

differentiates leadership from other similar terms, such as coaching. The second chapter outlines

the most essential leadership skills that you need to hone to become effective in leading your team.

Chapter 3 talks about the different communication skills that you must have to improve your

leadership style. Chapter 4 tackles how you can be effective in influencing people and penetrating

their beliefs and mindsets. The fifth chapter introduces you to the art of business coaching, and how

effective leadership skills can promote success in the field of business. Chapter 6 provides simple

and easy to follow steps on thinking and acting like an effective and powerful leader. You need this

book.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...What is Leadership?Essential Leadership SkillsHow

to Improve your Communication Skills?How to Influence People?The Art of Business

CoachingThinking and Acting like a LeaderMuch, much more!Download your copy today!Take

action today and download this book for a limited time discount of only $0.99!
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My team leader was sick for the entire week and I suddenly had to take over and I was worried

because I'm a better follower and leader. This book gave me the required mindset to go through

some serious mission-critical tasks. And it was a success! The business coaching and

communication advice was a massive help!

Iâ€™ve always doubted my leadership skills but now that I am already working in the corporate

world, one of the skills that will really benefit me is â€œleadershipâ€•. As the author emphasized it,

leaders are made and not born. Therefore, everyone can be a leader. I like this book as it contains

steps and strategies which I find worthy to try. The flow of the book is also easily readable and quite

comprehensive compare to other books. Overall, this book is great and I would definitely

recommend it to my friends and family.

The business leadership skills have been presented in this book nad the best way to gaun from

them is not just reading them but getting involve and begin practising them will help much. the

communication has been very empohasized as a driving factor in the road to building a great team

wiuth other vital factors too.

Appreciating the role of good leadership in the progression of any business or company has

encouraged to read books on how to uplift my skills and realize new ways of achieving my goals.

the book has hinted art of Business Coaching and the ways of enhancing proper communication to

gain from it.

In leadership listening is important for effective leadership. Note that communication is a two-way

process. To be a good leader, you also need to be a good listener. This is important in ensuring that

all the opinions of your members are heard. As a result, your members will feel that you value their



role in the process of reaching your goals. One has to pay attention to what is being said, instead of

focusing only on what he or she wants to hear.

This book was a good resource and reminder of leadership and it importance. This book offers

being the right kind of guide and develops a new leader which superb qualities within the person.

This book is great to read from start to end or to pick and choose what skills you need to develop.

Absolutely the most comprehensive leadership book I've ever read. Packed with insightful practical

tips for becoming a better leader. This book is about discussing how leaders can get extraordinary

things accomplished. The purpose of the book is to tell about the challenging opportunities and

practices that can transform leadersâ€™ visions into successes and how it will help people from all

walks of life bring out the leadership within them. This is a must-have for anyone who finds himself

in a leadership role or anticipates doing so. Will be re-reading this time and again.

This is fresh innovative take on the traditional how-to manual, the book combines insider information

with research based in neuroscience and behavioural economics, together with interactive training

tools to turn practical advice into practiced habits. Witty and conversational, The Coaching Habit

takes your work--and your workplace--from good to great
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